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Introduction
Our senior project was to enter into the Cal Poly Roborodentia robotics competition. Roborodentia
is an annual autonomous robotics competition held during Open House Weekend at Cal Poly. We
decided to enter Roborodentia for our senior project because we felt like it would be a great
opportunity to work on something which we had little experience with and expand our knowledge
in a subject we were not very familiar with. Between the three of us, only Brian has had some
experience with robotics. Brian took an Autonomous Robotics course before, however, the
assignments were very structured compared to Roborodentia, where implementation can vary
widely between teams.
This report will review our experience from start to finish. We will cover our design process for
both hardware and software components. We will detail our thought process and any challenges we
encountered. Lastly, we will discuss our takeaways from our experience as well as what we would
do differently if we did this project again.

Problem Statement
Each of us wanted to challenge ourselves and step out of our comfort zone and work on a project
that involved hardware. While we were aiming to win the competition, our goal was to first build a
robot we were proud of without a plethora of external help, outside of advice, suggestions, and
troubleshooting help from Dr. Seng. The problem we were trying to solve overall: how much prior
experience working with hardware is necessary in order to successfully build a functioning robot?
Would a team consisting of members with computer science and math backgrounds be able to build
a robot from scratch?
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Software
Initially, the design of our code was going to base on what Brian had mostly done in his robotics
class - a main function that will loop and carry out whichever functions repeatedly. However, after
some thought, we decided that structuring our program like that may lead to some confusion
because we felt like it could become hard to follow. Another disadvantage we found was that
debugging certain areas would be a bit more difficult because we would need to determine which
set of functions to call. After some brainstorming we settled on structuring our software as a state
diagram or machine, breaking up each portion of the track, giving each portion a “state”.

Figure 1: The state diagram for our robot’s actions.

In the Figure 1 above, we see an outline of our state diagram. Each state will move into the next
state once it finishes its task. During our testing and debugging process, having states to refer to
made it much easy to connect which actions needed work to its corresponding code. To debug, we
would simply change the initial state (which is set to PICKUP by default) to whichever state we
needed to test or debug.
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Figure 2: The code implementation of the state diagram.

In the picture above we see the code representation of our state diagram. We use a switch, and
depending on what CURRENT_STATE is, we will call functions that will carry out specific tasks. At
the end of each function call, the CURRENT_STATE variable is changed to the next corresponding
state. To make things clearer, we could have did the state switching within each switch statement as
well.
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The main feature that had a lot of dependency on its software implementation was line-following.
By using the input values from the reflectance sensors, we would adjust the speed of each wheel
proportionally. This means that we adjusted the speed of the wheel based on how much black or
white the sensor was picking up. To successfully follow a line, we slow down the wheels depending
on how much black the sensor was reading. More specifically, if the left sensor would read black,
then the left wheel would slow down, making the robot turn left off of the black line. Below is a
figure showing our line following function, which takes in the sensor readings and adjusts the speed
based off of the readings. If both sensors are not reading black, then both wheels will move at a
CONST_SPEED, which we is defined to 20.

Figure 3: The core logic for the robot to follow a lines.

The rest of our code, is generally straight-forward, making use of the roboShield library. The
roboShield library allowed us to perform many input-output operations. For example, the
reflectance sensors were connected to analog pins. To get a read from an analog pin, we would call
roboShield.getAnalog() which would return an integer. The library also allowed us to give output to
the motors, controlling the wheels, and servos, where we controlled our claw mechanism.
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Hardware
At the outset, our team was determined to build the robot’s chassis entirely on our own with
various materials. We earned our Red Tag certification at Cal Poly’s Machine Shop. The certification
granted us access to most of the tools found at both the campus’s machine shop. Getting certified
exposed us to a plethora of industrial-grade machines that we now feel confident in using.

Figure 4: An overall view of our robot.

The base of our robot was an 8” x 10” piece of wood with a “whiteboard” surface. While we
originally thought about laser cutting the whiteboard material into a circle, we ultimately decided
to use the table saw and create two squares of slightly different sides. Our design utilized two
separate platforms separated by spacers. The bottom platform was used to mount our 2 wheels and
motors, the line sensors, as well as the board. Our robot’s arm and claw rested on the top platform.
The raised platform had a 3” diameter circle cut out so we could run the wires from the arm and
claw to the board more easily. We also mounted the battery pack on this platform with electrical
tape for easy removal and replacement. The wheels were mounted to the bottom platform,
protruding out of the sides of the robot. The wheels were basic scooter wheels.
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The design of the chassis underwent many changes throughout the entire process. Originally, the
two platforms were bigger, but we found that was an issue, not only with space and ease of
maneuvering the arena, but our robot would have also been slightly bigger than allowed. We had
planned to only stack two spacers on top of each other at each corner so that the two platforms
were separated by three inches, but the arm and claw would have rested too low for our plan of
attack. Once we finalized the dimensions of the robot, we needed to drill the proper holes for the
various screws we were using.
Placement of the wheels and spacers were perfect the first time around. The location of the base of
the arm and the placement of the claw were things that required a good amount of
experimentation. Our prototype relied on duct tape and electrical tape in order to hold the arm and
claw in place so that we could easily reposition everything if needed. The arm consisted of one 9inch aluminum channel, one 90-degree angled aluminum channel, and two 3” aluminum channels.

Figure 5: A side-profile of our robot, providing a view of the arm and claw setup..

The aluminum channels are assembled as shown in Figure 5 above. A servo motor is attached to the
arm itself via a Channel Mount Gearbox, featuring continuous rotation at a 3.8:1 ratio. The servo
provides the arm with enough lift to raise and create about a 70 degree angle between the base of
the arm and the top platform. The claw, powered by another servo, is attached to the end of the arm
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at a 90-degree angle. We experimented with the claw angle and position more than the arm
position, but decided on a 90-degree angle once we changed our strategy to simply dropping the
rings over a peg instead of coming all the way down and placing them.

Figure 6: A raised arm and open claw. Note: we did not have our robot raise the arm this high.

The claw was a standard gripper purchased off of Spark Fun, but we immediately modified it. We
smoothed out the inside ring of the claw so that it was not so jagged, and also taped pieces of foam
on the teeth of the claw. The foam would prevent the rings from moving and growing disorganized
once the claw has picked them up, allowing for a more accurate drop-off.
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Figure 7: A close-up view of the claw and the line-sensors.

The line sensors gave us the most trouble in terms of hardware configuration in conjunction with
software. We had difficulty finding an optimal position for the sensors, as well as finding the correct
distance from the ground. There were many different positions in our prototypes, such as being
placed under the base between the two wheels. We found that the reaction time of the robot was
not as quick as we wanted it to be, and there were difficulties trying to turn or reverse. The sensors
were also placed closer to the front but still under the bottom platform, however they were too high
off the ground for the robot to really detect lines. We finally decided on having the sensors be
placed at the front but not under the platform. The sensors would be held into place using a number
of nuts and long screws. While this placement was ultimately our most successful setup and our
final configuration, the sensors would often get crooked or move slightly higher or lower. This was
caused by simply rubbing on the ground, and we believe our overall run in the competition suffered
because of it.
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FIgure 8: A top view of our robot.
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Budget and Bill of Materials
Material

Price

Safety glasses

$15

Wood board

$10

Soder and tubing

$10

Radioshack hardware pack

$45

Screws

$15

SparkFun Order (Claw, Servo, Gears, Metal
Bars, etc.)

$103

Scooter Wheels

$15

Roboshield

$35

Wheel mounts (pair)

$7

Wheel Motors

$30

Polulu Order #1 (Arduino Mega, Sensors,
Battery Holders, Wire)

$84

Total

$369

Lessons Learned
Going into this project, our collective experience and knowledge of robotics was limited to one
robotics course that Brian had taken. Although the course was extremely helpful in giving a general
baseline on what requirements were needed for our robot, the course was very structured
compared to the open-ended nature of this project. For example, in the course, an assigned lab to
have a robot follow a line in a circle was accompanied by suite of all the hardware need (e.g.
reflectance sensors and wire) as well as instruction on how to assemble the hardware. For this
project, our group needed to plan, gather, and implement all features of the robot without direction
from a structured course. Overall, our group as a whole learned a lot about the basic components of
a robot as well as an idea of the seemingly infinite strategies of implementation.
Our goal for the first quarter was to design and create the base or frame for our robot.To do this, we
needed access to the machine shops available on campus at Cal Poly. To gain access we had to go
through a “Red Tag Certification” which consisted of a guided tour of the shop, a fifty question test,
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and the creation of a stand-off. As computer science and applied math students, we never really had
much need to utilize the machine shops. However, this experience allowed us to become familiar
with the shops on campus as well as the functionality of the machines in there. We later were able
to use these machine shops to help create our robot base.
As we continued working on our robot, we learned a lot about each component along the way. Our
first challenge was to successfully solder the pins onto our roboshield board. We didn’t have much
experience in soldering so this activity was a learning experience for all of us. Another example was
when we were working on line following. We had to research the types of sensors we needed
(reflectance) and how we needed to set it up. This was followed by our claw mechanism which
included gears and a servo. Almost all components of our robot required us to do some sort of
external research in order to correctly incorporate them.
After the competition, we feel like we have learned a lot about robotics. First, and foremost, with
more experience, working on another robotics project would be much more efficient because we
have much more prior knowledge, reducing the need to do too much external research. We would
also know where to look for supplies, as it took us a long time to find correct screw sizes before
going to Miner’s (Ace Hardware). The main thing we would have changed would be the design of
our base. We catered our design mainly to our claw and how it would pick up the rings. Since we
were coming down at an angle, it helped that the base was also at an angle. However, this caused
issues with consistency because the angle of the base would change over time and needed to be readjusted. Another major change we would make is to add more reflectance sensors to help in
turning and finer line following.

Conclusion
Roborodentia provided a great opportunity for us to learn and grow as students. We came in with
little experience, but had fun working as a team designing a robot all on our own from the ground
up. The creativity involved as well as our understanding of computer hardware and software gave
us a great platform to expand our knowledge. Our robot makes us proud and represents all of our
hard work, but there is always room for improvement. We learned a lot from building our first
autonomous robot, and if we were to do this again we would be able to improve our robot in its
mobility with another wheel as well as add another arm and claw. We believe we would do this
again if given the opportunity. Now that we have been through the process of building a robot from
scratch, it would be much less intimidating. It was enjoyable to participate in a competition like
Roborodentia because we were able to see many other robots performing the same tasks we were
trying to do. The competitive and tournament style elimination also added to this experience in a
positive way. Overall, Roborodentia was a fun competition to be a part of and a great learning
experience.
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Appendix – Source Code
#include <Wire.h>
#include <RoboShield.h>
#include <RoboShield_Defines.h>
#define LEFT_SENSOR
#define RIGHT_SENSOR
#define BLACK_SENSOR
#define LEFT_WHEEL
#define RIGHT_WHEEL

7
5
8
2
3

#define CLAW 6
#define ARM 7
#define START_MATCH
0
#define STATE_PICKUP
1
#define STATE_DROP
2
#define STATE_FORWARD_RIGHT
3
#define STATE_FORWARD_CARRY
4
#define STATE_TURN_RIGHT
5
#define STATE_TURN_LEFT
6
#define STATE_FORWARD_LEFT
7
#define STATE_FORWARD
8
#define STATE_GRAB_YELLOW
9
#define TOP_ANALOG_VALUE
1023.0
#define IN_BLACK
800
#define IN_BLACK_2
800
#define SPEED_ADJUST
0.014
#define TURN_90_RIGHT
50
#define TURN_90_LEFT
50
#define TURN_180
700
#define INCH_FORWARD
240
#define INCH_SMALLER
0
#define INCH_TURN
100
#define INCH_SPEED
15
#define TURN_SPEED
15
#define CONST_SPEED
20

RoboShield kobe(0);
int CURRENT_STATE;
int getYellow = 0;
void setup() {
//if (kobe.buttonPressed())
// kobe.debuggingMode();
kobe.setServo(ARM, 75);
delay(250);
kobe.setServo(CLAW, -15);
delay(500);
//foreverStop();

}

stopMotors();
// Set current state to beginning of course (in pickup station)
CURRENT_STATE = STATE_PICKUP;

void loop() {
//kobe.lcdClear();
//kobe.lcdPrintf("Battery: %d\n", kobe.batteryVoltage());

//while (1)
//testAnalog();
//turn180();
//foreverStop();
// THIS WILL BE THE MAIN LOOP
switch (CURRENT_STATE) {
case START_MATCH:
while (1 == 1) {
if (kobe.buttonPressed())
break;
}
break;
CURRENT_STATE = STATE_PICKUP;
break;
case STATE_PICKUP:
// Add claw pick up code/function
// Then back up to until double black sensor readings, turn
180
// Turn state to STATE_FORWARD_RIGHT
clawPickup();
break;
case STATE_DROP:
// Add claw dropping rings and reversing code
// Reverse until it reach passes TWO double black sensor
readings, turn 180
// Switch state to STATE_FORWARD_LEFT
clawDrop();
/*
if (getYellow == 1) {
CURRENT_STATE = STATE_GRAB_YELLOW;
getYellow = 0;
}
*/
break;
case STATE_FORWARD_RIGHT:
// Holding rings, move to middle intersection, turn right to
scoring pegs
// Go forward until black sensor readings, turn right
// Switch state to STATE_FORWARD_CARRY
moveForwardTurn(1);
break;
/*
case STATE_TURN_RIGHT:
// Turn right for some distance
// Switch state to STATE_FORWARD_CARRY
moveTurn(1);
break;
case STATE_TURN_LEFT:
// Turn left for some distance
// Switch state to STATE_FORWARD
moveTurn(0);
break;
*/
case STATE_FORWARD_CARRY:
// Moving forward to drop off rings.
// GO forward, carrying rings, until double black sensor
reading
// Switch state to STATE_DROP
moveForwardCarry(1);
break;
case STATE_FORWARD_LEFT:

//moveForward(0);
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// Move to middle intersection from scoring peg, turn left to
supply peg
// Go until double black sensor reading, then turn left
// Switch state to STATE_FORWARD
moveForwardTurn(0);
break;
case STATE_FORWARD:
// Moving forward to pick up ring station
// Move forward until double black sensor reading
// Switch state to STATE_PICKUP
moveForwardCarry(0);
break;
case STATE_GRAB_YELLOW:
grabYellow();
break;
default:
// KOBE
break;
}
}

CURRENT_STATE = STATE_FORWARD_LEFT;
}
void moveForwardTurn(int direct) {
// 0 for left, 1 for right
float leftSensor, rightSensor, blackSensor;
float errorLeft, errorRight;
float newLeftSpeed, newRightSpeed;
//if (direct == 0)
//kobe.lcdClear();
//kobe.lcdPrintf("Move forward left\n");
while (1 == 1) {
leftSensor = kobe.getAnalog(LEFT_SENSOR);
rightSensor = kobe.getAnalog(RIGHT_SENSOR);
blackSensor = kobe.getAnalog(BLACK_SENSOR);
if (blackSensor >= IN_BLACK_2) {
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, 101);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, 101);
delay(1000);
if (direct == 1) {
CURRENT_STATE = STATE_FORWARD_CARRY;
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, 0);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, 0);
moveTurn(1);
}
else {
CURRENT_STATE = STATE_FORWARD;
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, 0);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, 0);
moveTurn(0);
}
return;
}

void clawPickup() {
inchForward(INCH_FORWARD);
// Arm down
kobe.setServo(ARM, -50);
delay(1000);
// Claw close
kobe.setServo(CLAW, 85);
delay(500);
// Arm up
kobe.setServo(ARM, 75);
delay(1000);
reverse(1);
turn180();
CURRENT_STATE = STATE_FORWARD_RIGHT;
//kobe.lcdClear();
//kobe.lcdPrintf("MAMBA\n");

// Claw close
//kobe.setServo(CLAW, 85);
//delay(500);
//rando claw open
// Claw close
//kobe.setServo(CLAW, -15);
//delay(500);
//CURRENT_STATE = STATE_PICKUP;
}
void clawDrop() {
inchForward(INCH_FORWARD);
inchForward(INCH_SMALLER);
// Claw opens
kobe.setServo(CLAW, -15);
delay(500);
reverse(-1);
turn180();

}

}

followLines(leftSensor, rightSensor);

void moveForwardCarry(int carry) {
float leftSensor, rightSensor, blackSensor;
float errorLeft, errorRight;
float newLeftSpeed, newRightSpeed;
while (1 == 1) {
leftSensor = kobe.getAnalog(LEFT_SENSOR);
rightSensor = kobe.getAnalog(RIGHT_SENSOR);
blackSensor = kobe.getAnalog(BLACK_SENSOR);
if (blackSensor >= IN_BLACK_2) {
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, 101);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, 101);
delay(1000);
if (carry == 0) {
CURRENT_STATE = STATE_PICKUP;
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, 0);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, 0);
}
else {
CURRENT_STATE = STATE_DROP;
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, 0);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, 0);
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}

}

}

}
return;

kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, rightSpeed);
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, leftSpeed);

followLines(leftSensor, rightSensor);

}

while (kobe.getAnalog(RIGHT_SENSOR) <= IN_BLACK) {
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, leftSpeed);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, rightSpeed);
delay(5);
}

void moveTurn(int direct) {
int encoder = 0;
int leftSpeed, rightSpeed;
int blackSensor;

while (kobe.getAnalog(RIGHT_SENSOR) >= IN_BLACK) {
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, leftSpeed);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, rightSpeed);
delay(5);
}

inchForward(INCH_TURN);
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, 0);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, 0);

while (kobe.getAnalog(RIGHT_SENSOR) <= IN_BLACK) {
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, (-1) * leftSpeed);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, (-1) * rightSpeed);
delay(5);
}

// 0 = turning left , 1 = turning right
if (direct == 0) {
leftSpeed = (-1) * TURN_SPEED;
rightSpeed = (-1) * TURN_SPEED;
kobe.resetEncoder(0);
while (kobe.readEncoder(0) < TURN_90_LEFT) {
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, rightSpeed);
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, leftSpeed);

}

}

delay(10);

while (kobe.getAnalog(LEFT_SENSOR) <= IN_BLACK) {
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, leftSpeed);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, rightSpeed);
delay(5);
}

}

while (kobe.getAnalog(LEFT_SENSOR) <= IN_BLACK) {
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, -12);
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, -12);
delay(5);
}

}
else {
rightSpeed = TURN_SPEED;
leftSpeed = TURN_SPEED;

while (kobe.getAnalog(LEFT_SENSOR) <= IN_BLACK) {
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, 12);
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, 12);
delay(5);
}

kobe.resetEncoder(0);
while (kobe.readEncoder(0) < TURN_90_RIGHT) {
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, rightSpeed);
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, leftSpeed);

// Turning right
kobe.resetEncoder(0);
while (kobe.readEncoder(0) < TURN_90_LEFT) {

kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, 0);
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, 0);
delay(25);
return;

kobe.resetEncoder(0);
while (kobe.readEncoder(0) < TURN_180) {
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, -16);
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, -16);
delay(5);
}

while (kobe.getAnalog(LEFT_SENSOR) <= IN_BLACK) {
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, (-1) * leftSpeed);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, (-1) * rightSpeed);
delay(5);
}

delay(10);

kobe.setLED(false);

void turn180() {
int encoder = 0;
int leftSpeed, rightSpeed;

while (kobe.getAnalog(LEFT_SENSOR) >= IN_BLACK) {
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, leftSpeed);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, rightSpeed);
delay(5);
}

}

delay(5);

}

//kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, 0);
//kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, 0);
//kobe.lcdPrintf("Done Spinning");

void inchForward(int amount) {
float leftSensor, rightSensor, blackSensor;
float errorLeft, errorRight;
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float newLeftSpeed, newRightSpeed;
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, 101);
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, 101);
kobe.resetEncoder(0);
while (kobe.readEncoder(0) < amount) {
leftSensor = kobe.getAnalog(LEFT_SENSOR);
rightSensor = kobe.getAnalog(RIGHT_SENSOR);

}

}

followLinesSlow(leftSensor, rightSensor);

kobe.resetEncoder(0);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, 101);
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, 101);
return;

void grabYellow() {
moveForwardTurn(1);
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++)
inchForward(INCH_FORWARD);
clawPickup();
turn180();

}

moveForwardTurn(0);
CURRENT_STATE = STATE_FORWARD_CARRY;

void reverse(int adjust) {
float leftSensor, rightSensor, blackSensor;
float errorLeft, errorRight;
float newLeftSpeed, newRightSpeed;
while (1 == 1) {
leftSensor = kobe.getAnalog(LEFT_SENSOR);
rightSensor = kobe.getAnalog(RIGHT_SENSOR);
blackSensor = kobe.getAnalog(BLACK_SENSOR);
if (blackSensor >= IN_BLACK_2) {
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, 101);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, 101);
delay(1000);
return;
}
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, CONST_SPEED);
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, (CONST_SPEED * (-1)) +
adjust);
delay(10);
}
}

newRightSpeed = CONST_SPEED + (difference *
SPEED_ADJUST);
newLeftSpeed = CONST_SPEED - (difference *
SPEED_ADJUST);
//kobe.lcdPrintf("Left: %d / %d\n", (int)leftSensor,
(int)newLeftSpeed);
//kobe.lcdPrintf("Right: %d / %d\n", (int)rightSensor,
(int)newRightSpeed);
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, newLeftSpeed);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, (-1) * newRightSpeed);
delay(10);
//kobe.lcdClear();
}
void followLinesSlow(float leftSensor, float rightSensor) {
float constantSpeed = CONST_SPEED;
float errorLeft, errorRight;
float newLeftSpeed, newRightSpeed;
float difference = leftSensor - rightSensor;
newRightSpeed = (CONST_SPEED - 2) + (difference *
SPEED_ADJUST);
newLeftSpeed = (CONST_SPEED - 2) - (difference *
SPEED_ADJUST);
//kobe.lcdPrintf("Left: %d / %d\n", (int)leftSensor,
(int)newLeftSpeed);
//kobe.lcdPrintf("Right: %d / %d\n", (int)rightSensor,
(int)newRightSpeed);
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, newLeftSpeed);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, (-1) * newRightSpeed);
delay(10);
//kobe.lcdClear();
}
void testAnalog() {
int leftSensor = kobe.getAnalog(LEFT_SENSOR);
int rightSensor = kobe.getAnalog(RIGHT_SENSOR);
int blackSensor = kobe.getAnalog(BLACK_SENSOR);
kobe.lcdPrintf("L: %d - R: %d\n", leftSensor, rightSensor);
kobe.lcdPrintf("BLACK: %d\n", blackSensor);
delay(25);
kobe.lcdClear();
}
void foreverStop() {
while (1 == 1) {
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, 0);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, 0);
}
}
void stopMotors() {
kobe.setMotor(LEFT_WHEEL, 0);
kobe.setMotor(RIGHT_WHEEL, 0);
}

void followLines(float leftSensor, float rightSensor) {
float constantSpeed = CONST_SPEED;
float errorLeft, errorRight;
float newLeftSpeed, newRightSpeed;
float difference = leftSensor - rightSensor;
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